
 Wholesaler / Importer 

Source closer to the fashion season and get an edge over your competition with the WFX 

solution! 

WFX solution streamlines your business more efficiently and with greater ease. 

 

No-one understands your business like WFX! With unrivalled domain knowledge, it offers your complex business, 

the easy and superior way out! Now, take orders from different customers, source these orders from multiple 

countries/vendors closer to the fashion season and co-ordinate deliveries across the globe within a specific time 

frame. 

 

The advantages of partnering with the best! 

 

WFX solution enables you to source closer to the fashion season thereby giving you an edge over your 

competition. It also enables you to efficiently streamline all your processes to work in sync and within seemingly 

impossible deadlines! 

 

The obvious solution: WFX solution makes it easy for you to be efficient! 

 
 Benefits That ePower Your Business 

 Business Overview - Keep track of profitability style, design, product wise 

 Managing Orders - Order fulfillment, finished goods inventory. 

 PDM Functionality for Design - Create styles, Sample requests or Purchase Orders and transfer 

online to suppliers. This can also be routed via your regional offices that might oversee production, any 

agents you work with, or directly to your suppliers. 

 Time & Action (T&A) Calendar - Create the Calendar and attach it with each order that allows 

merchants to track milestones and key activities of each order. All your offices would also use the same 

solution over the Internet to manage their work. 

 Supplier Co-ordination - Allows Suppliers to confirm orders, place on-line approvals, and send ASNs 

and export documentation including scanning & packing of your goods based on your packing 

definitions, printing carton labels & price tickets down to the shipment which is delivered to you. 

 Tracking - Allows goods to be tracked and get linked to your inventory. 

 Scan & Pack - Suppliers can scan and pack goods based on your packing definitions and print price 

tickets, carton labels to ensure accurate packing. Print DC bypass stickers to ship directly to your stores 

or your customer's stores. 

 Real Time Update - Get real-time up-to-date information on the status of any order at 'click of a 

button'. Status of goods packed per color/ per size. 

 Manage EDI Data - WFX solutions are EDI compatible and can process all EDI data 

 Round the Clock Reporting - Create different sites on the system each representing your various 

"offices" and manage all your remote offices. You can receive reports- region wise, country wise, 

division wise right down to individual users. 

 Financial Analysis - Use WFX Financial Accounting to monitor cost through Cost Centers and 

analyse Profit and Loss of departments,buyers and Orders. 

 Benefits That ePower Your Business 

 You can enter orders online directly into the system and check up-to-date inventory. 

 Create and manage collections and sales prices in multi-currency. 

 Capture style information with ability to transfer style specs online to suppliers 

 Create Purchase Orders and Sample Requests and electronically send to suppliers. 



 Monitor internal activities (approvals etc) and activities of suppliers through Time & Action calendars to 

track key milestone events and receive alerts if key activities are delayed. 

 Automatically receive invoices, ASNs and other documentation from suppliers. 

 Track supplier performance. 

 Manage Inventory 

 Prioritize order fulfillment. 

  



Retailer 

Quick turnarounds, shorter time to market, repeat orders! 

Given the amount of interaction with suppliers, offices and agents, is it a problem? 

 

Not any more! 

 

Your retail store is the hub of all activity. It's where you market and sell to end consumers of fashion. But keeping 

pace with the fast changing fashion trends, number of styles and collections is a daunting task. Or rather, it was a 

daunting task.  

 

You can now shorten your time-to-market and deliver more efficiently to your stores, making your business more 

successful. 
 

 Benefits That ePower Your Business 

 
It streamlines your processes bringing about efficiency in the system. 

 

 Business Overview - Keep track of profitability style, order, region wise 

 Managing orders - Order fulfillment, finished goods inventory. 

 PDM functionality for design - Create styles, Sample requests or Purchase Orders and transfer 

online to suppliers. This can also be routed via your regional offices that might oversee production, any 

agents you work with, or directly to your suppliers. 

 Time & Action (T&A) calendar - Create the T&A Calendar and attach it with each order that allows 

merchants to track milestones and key activities of each order. All your offices would also use the same 

solution over the Internet to manage their work. 

 Supplier Co-ordination - Allows Suppliers to confirm orders, place online approvals, and send ASNs 

and export documentation including scanning and packing of your goods based on your packing 

definitions, printing carton labels and price tickets down to the shipment which is delivered to you. 

 Tracking - Allows goods to be tracked and get linked to your inventory. 

 Scan & Pack - Suppliers can scan and pack goods based on your packing definitions and print price 

tickets, carton labels to ensure accurate packing. Print DC bypass stickers to ship directly to your stores 

or your customer's stores. 

 Real Time updates - Get Real Time up-to-date information on the status of any order at the 'click of a 

button'. Status of goods packed per color/ per size. 

 Manage EDI data - WFX solutions are EDI compatible and can process all EDI data cost effectively 

through the Internet. 

 Round-the-clock Reporting - Create different sites on the system each representing your various 

'offices' and manage all your remote offices. You can receive reports - region wise, country wise, 

division wise and even drill down to individual users. 

 Financial Analysis - Use WFX Financial Accounting to monitor cost through Cost Centers and 

analyse Profit and Loss of departments,buyers and Orders. 

The end-to-end WFX solution begins with your collection, follows you through production and delivery right up to 

your stores. 

  



 

 Achieve More, Now! 

 Your retail stores can enter orders on-line directly into the system and check up-to-date inventory. 

 Create and manage collections and sales prices in multi-currency. 

 Capture style information with ability to transfer style specs on-line to suppliers 

 Create Purchase Orders and Sample Requests and electronically send to suppliers. 

 Monitor internal activities (approvals etc) and activities of suppliers through Time & Action calendars to 

track key milestone events and receive alerts if key activities are delayed. 

 Automatically receive invoices, ASNs and other documentation from suppliers. 

 Track supplier performance. 

 Manage Inventory 

 Prioritize order fulfilment. 

  



 Brands 
Managing different customers, varied orders, multiple sourcing destinations, different deliveries 
and timelines! 
 

A formidable task? 

 

Not anymore! WFX makes the impossible, possible and the formidable, easy! 

 

WFX understands the complex nature of your business and the different levels or processes it involves, from 

designing, selling and development of fashion along with its sourcing to delivering to your customers or stores. 

That customers have to be managed, sales have to be captured and fulfilled with efficient management of 

inventory. 

 

This entire process used to be challenging but now, WFX makes it simple. 

 Benefits That ePower Your Business 
It streamlines your processes bringing about efficiency in the system. 

 Business Overview - Keep track of profitability style, design, product wise 

 Managing Orders - Order fulfillment, finished goods inventory. 

 PDM Functionality for Design - Create styles, Sample requests or Purchase Orders and transfer 

online to suppliers. This can also be routed via your regional offices that might oversee production, any 

agents you work with, or directly to your suppliers. 

 Time & Action (T&A) Calendar - Create the Calendar and attach it with each order that allows 

merchants to track milestones and key activities of each order. All your offices would also use the same 

solution over the Internet to manage their work. 

 Supplier Co-ordination - Allow Suppliers to confirm orders, place online approvals, and send ASNs 

and export documentation including scanning and packing of your goods based on your packing 

definitions, printing carton labels and price tickets down to the shipment which is delivered to you. 

 Tracking - Allows goods to be tracked and get linked to your inventory. 

 Scan & Pack - Suppliers can scan and pack goods based on your packing definitions and print price 

tickets, carton labels to ensure accurate packing. Print DC bypass stickers to ship directly to your stores 

or your customer's stores. 

 Real Time Update - Get Real Time up-to-date information on the status of any order at the 'click of a 

button'. Status of goods packed per color/ per size. 

 Manage EDI Data - WFX solutions are EDI compatible and can process all EDI data 

 Round the Clock Reporting - Create different sites on the system each representing your various 

"offices" and manage all your remote offices. You can receive reports- region wise, country wise, 

division wise right down to individual users. 

 Financial Analysis - Use WFX Financial Accounting to monitor cost through Cost Centers and 

analyse Profit and Loss of departments,buyers and Orders. 

 Achieve More, Now! 

 Your salesmen can enter orders online directly into the system and check up-to-date inventory. 

 Create and manage collections and sales prices in multi-currency. 

 Capture style information with ability to transfer style specs online to suppliers 

 Create Purchase Orders and Sample Requests and electronically send to suppliers. 

 Monitor internal activities (approvals etc) and activities of suppliers through Time & Action calendars to 

track key milestone events and receive alerts if key activities are delayed. 

 Automatically receive invoices, ASNs and other documentation from suppliers. 

 Track supplier performance. 

 Manage Inventory 

 Prioritize order fulfillment. 



Buying / Sourcing Agent 

Stay one step ahead in sourcing from multiple vendors across the globe and with the WFX 

solution! 

Service your customers better by delivering unprecedented value including market feedback, pro-active 

sampling, vendor evaluation, and managing social compliances. The ability to source competitively, with good 

quality, timely delivery, regular reporting to buyers, etc. is what every buyer looks for and the WFX solution 

enables you to achieve just that! The ultimate sourcing solution. 

 The WFX Solution - Taking 'Artificial Intelligence' To The Next Level: 

 Managing Business - WFX Solution facilitates all the aspects of buying & sourcing business. 

 Managing Orders - Efficiently manage your buyers and their orders with ease 

 Work-in-Progress Reports - Update your customers with reports as per their requirements. Different 

reports for your different buyers at the click of a button. 

 Real-time Contact - Connect each regional office to the same system through the Internet. At the 

same time, keep each office's system separate individual work. 

 Reporting - Send reports to management at the regional level to oversee any macro or micro detail of 

information & drill down to the specific user responsibility and increase accountability. 

 LC Management 

 Connect to All Your Suppliers On-line and send Purchase Orders & specs, manage supplier 

capacities.-Know the status of any order through Time & Action (T&A) calendars that track key 

milestone events and create alerts. 

 Scan & Pack - Allow your suppliers to Scan & Pack your orders to ensure accuracy of packing and get 

real time status on exact quantity of pieces packed for your order, per color, per size! Suppliers can print 

carton labels, price tickets and also Distribution Center bypass stickers to send your buyer's shipments 

directly to their stores! 

 Receive ASNs, Invoices and related documentation automatically 

 Manage Buyer EDI Data - As WFX solutions are EDI compatible, they can process EDI  

data from any buyer. 

 Financial Analysis - Use WFX Financial Accounting to monitor cost through Cost Centers and 

analyse Profit and Loss of departments,buyers and Orders. 

  



 Manufacturer / Exporter 

Manufacture and deliver quality products just-in-time, at a competitive price and still make a 

profit with the WFX solution! 

 

Your ability to offer competitive pricing with the help of our apparel and garment manufacturing software will 

distinguish you from the rest. To do that, you need to efficiently manage resources, both capital as well as 

human. Different divisions and remote factories have to work in sync with up-to-date accurate information to 

enable you to make good decisions and reduce costs. WFX solution is the all-in-one apparel and garment 

manufacturing software / fashion and textile production software solution which will ensure you a quicker ROI, 

thereby accelerating your business and maximizing your profits. 

 

 Optimize Your Resources With The WFX Apparel & Garment Manufacturing  
   Software Solution: 

 Manage orders and style information 

 Create Costing, BOM and calculate Material Requirement 

 Manage all procurement processes and track their delivery 

 Connect to all your suppliers on-line 

 Connect all onsite and offsite warehouses to optimize inventory management 

 Plan and Monitor production at all factories to ensure maximum utilization of capacity. Identify 

production bottleneck and react in time. 

 Vendor Management - Manage all your sub-contractors by collaborating with them on-line to monitor 

production of your orders to ensure smooth delivery. 

 Management Reporting at the regional level to oversee any macro or micro detail of information and drill 

down to specific user responsibility to increase accountability 

 Stay updated on the status of any order through Time & Action calendars that track key milestone 

events and create alerts. 

 Scan & Pack your orders to ensure accuracy of packing and get Real Time status on exact quantity of 

pieces packed for your order, per color, per size! Reduce Chargeback's. 

 Print carton labels, price tickets and also Distribution Center bypass stickers to send your buyer's 

shipments directly to their stores! 

 Receive Orders and send ASNs automatically to your buyers 

 Manage buyer EDI data as WFX solutions are EDI compatible and can process EDI data from any 

buyer. 

 Unprecedented MIS; Create profit centers and get reports buyer-wise, style-wise,  

order-wise etc. 

 LC Management 

 Use WFX Financial Accounting to monitor cost through Cost Centers and analyse Profit and Loss of 

departments, buyers and Orders 

WFX offers the most effective web based apparel and garment manufacture software/ fashion and textile 

production software that can help plan all your resources and manage your business. 

 


